
Honda Odyssey
Genuine Accessories



Odyssey. Excitement plus.

The fourth generation Odyssey sets high standards, delivering superior style, space, performance 

and handling. Combining power, versatility and luxury, the new Odyssey is a car that people  

will love to drive. Honda Genuine Accessories add to the Odyssey experience, with distinctive 

exterior options, quality interior fittings, clever protection choices and a range of cargo options.

The Modulo Sports Pack gives the Odyssey an edge with race-inspired bumpers, skirts, grille  

and tail gate spoiler. The result is outstanding aerodynamics, improved stability and  

a sporty, aggressive design.

Odyssey model with genuine accessories shown.



Exterior Styling
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1 Front Aero Bumper*. Smooth, dynamic and seamlessly incorporated into your Odyssey’s aerodynamic curves, this front sports bumper accentuates the car’s  
performance-inspired beauty. For Odyssey model only.  2 Rear Aero Bumper**† . Replace the standard rear bumper with a performance-inspired rear aero bumper  
and extend the aerodynamic lines of your Odyssey.  3 Side Skirt Set with Courtesy Light Illumination#. Add a more focused, road-hugging look to your Odyssey’s 
body design. These side skirts with the addition of the Courtesy Light Illumination add an exciting edge to the Odyssey’s distinctive side profile.

4 Rear Tail Gate Spoiler. Give your Odyssey an imposing road presence, as well as an unforgettable profile. Dashing, elegant and bristling with race-inspired attitude.   
5 Sports Grille. Imposing, sophisticated and racy all at once, the sports grille adds extra intensity to the Odyssey’s styling.  6 Chrome Accent Grille. This sophisticated chrome accent 
is created to fit with the Odyssey’s sleek contours and to enhance its style and design. This quality accent gives the exterior a distinctive look and adds value to the vehicle, making it 
the perfect option for a custom look Odyssey.

*The accessory Front Aero Bumper is not compatible with the accessory Corner Protector Set.  **The accessory Rear Aero Bumper is not compatible with the accessory Corner Protector Set  
and the accessory Mud Guard Set (Illuminated and non-Illuminated type). †The accessory Rear Aero Bumper is compatible with the accessory Tow Bar Kit.  #The accessory Side Skirt Set is not 
compatible with the accessory Mud Guard Set (Illuminated and non-Illuminated type).

Odyssey style and sophistication 

The Odyssey feels dynamic - not like a family wagon. Add Honda Genuine Exterior Styling Accessories  

to highlight the sporty style, substance and sophistication of the new Odyssey. Bumpers, skirts and spoilers 

are seamlessly integrated into the sleek lines of the Odyssey. Surprise yourself!
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Exterior Styling Interior Styling

Odyssey indulgence
Honda Genuine Interior  

Styling Accessories are  

all about convenience,  

comfort and quality.  

Premium leather and  

cool lighting create an  

ambience of luxury.  

Spoil yourself!

1 Fog Light Set*. Great for adverse weather conditions. Precision optics provide a highly controlled light pattern to enhance visibility and safety. Available for Front Aero 
Bumper and Standard Bumper (not shown).  2 Fog Light Garnish Set*. Adding to the aesthetics of your Odyssey, the fog light garnish set will blend in seamlessly.  
For Odyssey model only.  3 - 4 Chrome Accent Door Garnish Set (3) and Rear Tail Gate Garnish (4). These sophisticated chrome accents are created to fit with the 
Odyssey’s sleek contours and to enhance its style and design. These quality accents give the exterior a distinctive look and add value to the vehicle, making it the perfect 
option for a custom look Odyssey.  5 Gold-Style Emblem 3-Piece Set.  6 - 8 16” 7-Spoke*, 16” 6-Spoke* and 17” 10-Spoke** Alloy Wheels. Designed to complement 
the Odyssey’s stylish lines. When fitted, these impressive alloy wheels make a statement.  9 Wheel Lock Nut Set. Including a special keyed socket, wheel lock nuts help 
to protect your alloy wheels from theft.

10 - 12 Deluxe Leather Steering Wheel. These premium quality, leather wrapped steering wheels insulate against temperature extremes while adding extra grip, style 
and comfort. Available in Ivory Smooth Leather Finish**, Black Sports Leather Finish* and Black Smooth Leather Finish*.  13 - 14 Deluxe Leather Gear Select Knob. 
Enhance the Odyssey’s outstanding attention to detail by choosing a high quality deluxe leather gear select knob. Available in Ivory Smooth Leather Finish** and Black 
Sports Leather Finish*. 15 Accent Interior Light Set. Create a soothing ambience for the Odyssey’s interior.
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16” Alloy Wheels

For Odyssey model.

17” Alloy Wheels

For Odyssey Luxury model.

16” Alloy Wheels

For Odyssey model.
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*For Odyssey model only.  **For Odyssey Luxury model only. 
*For Odyssey model only. **For Odyssey Luxury model only. 

Odyssey model with genuine accessories shown.
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Interior Styling

1 - 2 Illuminated (1) and Metal Finish (2) Door Sill Garnish 4-Piece Set (sold separately). Offers great protection and enhanced styling for the Odyssey. Available in 
Illuminated Blue with Grey Trim*, Illuminated Blue with Ivory Trim** (not shown) and Metal Finish with Grey Trim*.  3 Leather Door Lining 4-Piece Set*.   
4 Door Switch Panel 2-Piece Set*.  5 Rear Tail Gate Sill Garnish Set. Offers great protection and enhanced styling for the Odyssey.
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Protection

What does it take to ruin your investment?
Wear and tear on your vehicle may lead to premature depreciation, and hit your hip pocket when it comes 

time to sell. Keeping your Honda in showroom condition may help promote higher resale value and is now 

simple to do with Honda Genuine Protection Accessories.
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6 Rear Park Assist (set of 4). Actively alerts you to the presence of something or someone behind your vehicle when reversing.   
7 - 8 Deluxe Tailored Mat Set. Help to protect the carpeting of your Odyssey from daily wear and tear. Available in Grey(7)* or Ivory(8)** carpet.   
9 Luggage Area Protector Tray. Constructed from quality moulded plastic for long life, the tray sports a precisely fitting lip that is designed to help protect  
the cargo area from spills, wear and tear.  10 Deluxe Luggage Area Mat. Help to protect the carpeting of your Odyssey’s luggage area from daily wear and tear. 
Available in Grey* or Ivory (not shown)** carpet. 

Honda Genuine Rear Park Assist  
                                                – A virtual sixth sense

Imagine how easy life would be if you always had someone  

to guide you when moving back into a parking spot. This is  

in effect what Honda Genuine Rear Park Assist does for you.  

If an object is within range of a Rear Park Assist sensor,  

the sensor detects its presence within the zones and depending 

on the distance will emit an audible beep. The closer you get  

to the object, the more frequent the beep sounds.

*For Odyssey model only. **For Odyssey Luxury model only.*For Odyssey model only. **For Odyssey Luxury model only. 



Protection

1 Door Visor 4-Piece Set. Long lasting acrylic door visors improve airflow while helping to protect your Odyssey’s interior from water and debris.  2 Bonnet Protector.  
Hard-wearing extruded acrylic. Help protect your bonnet from chips and marks.  3 Headlight Protector Set. Made from hard-wearing, extruded acrylic to help shield the  
headlights from damage.  4 - 5 Mud Guard 4-Piece Set*. Mud guards provide additional protection and are available with or without Courtesy Light Illumination - sold separately.  
For Odyssey model only.  6 Corner Protector Set**. Help to protect your investment from chips and marks.  7 Rear Bumper and Bootlip Protector. Help protect the rear 
bumper and bootlip from everyday wear and tear.  8 Vehicle Body Cover. Falling branches, birds and dust can all scratch your vehicle. Help protect the paint on the Odyssey with  
a Honda Genuine vehicle body cover. Easily installed and removed in minutes.  9 Touch-up paint.  10 Leather Maintenance Kit. Further protection for the leather interior of  
your Honda. For Odyssey Luxury model only. 
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* The accessory Mud Guard Set is not compatible with the accessory Rear Aero Bumper and accessory Side Skirt Set.  ** The accessory Corner Protector Set is not compatible with the accessory 
Front Aero Bumper and accessory Rear Aero Bumper.

Protection Pack

Odyssey asset protection
The Odyssey Protection Pack combines a selection of 
features that will protect against everyday wear and tear 
and keep your Odyssey looking great. The pack includes 
Rear Park Assist to enhance personal safety as well as a 
range of Honda Genuine Protection Accessories to help 
keep your Odyssey in showroom condition. Protect your 
investment and yourself!

Luggage Area Protector Tray

Rear Park Assist

Bonnet Protector

Headlight Protector Set

Deluxe Tailored Mat Set
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Protection Pack
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Touring, Cargo and Storage

Easy and versatile touring and cargo storage
We’re all looking for a way to escape the day-to-day grind. Honda Genuine Roof Racks allow you to achieve 

this effortlessly and free up internal space. They blend seamlessly with the sleek lines of your vehicle to 

conveniently carry items such as skis, bikes, snowboards, surfboards, kayaks and more.
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1 Roof Rack Set (40kg weight capacity). Conveniently carry items such as bikes or skis outside the vehicle. The versatile Roof Rack Set is designed to be used with
Honda Genuine Cargo Accessories.  2 Roof Box (26kg weight capacity).  3 Bike Attachment.

4 5 Row Ski or Snowboard Attachment.  5 Surfboard Attachment.  6 Kayak Attachment.  7 Tow Bar Kit* and Chrome Tow Ball (sold separately).  
A complete solution that is designed to Honda’s strict specifications to help you broaden your lifestyle options. Maximum towing capacities: Trailer with brake: 1,000kg, 
Trailer without brake: 450kg, Downball force: 50kg. Please refer to the Owner’s Manual for full details.  8 Cargo Net. Flexible cord construction is tight fitting, helping  
to prevent any damage to whatever you’re taking, wherever you’re taking it.  9 Tongue and Tow Ball Storage Bag^.
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* The accessory Tow Bar Kit is compatible with the accessory Rear Aero Bumper. ^Chrome Tow Ball not included.




